
NOBEL  PRIZES
in Sweden and Norway

The Nobel Prize is attributed to Alfred Nobel (1833-1896).
Nobel was a chemist and engineer who developed weapons.
The story of his creating the prize as an appeasement of his conscience
for inventing dynamite is only a myth.
After Nobel's death, his estate created the Prize in his honor, 1901.
The prize categories include the sciences, medicine, literature and peace.

Each year Nobel Prize winners are announced in October.

All awards, except the Peace Prize, are presented in Stockholm 
on December 10  by the royal family in the Stockholm Koncert Halle.

The Peace Prize is presented that same day in the Oslo Stadshuset
by the Peace Prize Committee.

Prize winners are celebrated in the Stockholm Stadshuset (City Hall).

The photographs which follow
begin with the Nobel Prize Medallion featuring the bust of Alfred Nobel.

The Stockholm Koncert Halle is the blue building on the Kungshallegate.
Each day the public market is held in front on the plan (plaza).

The next series of images show the Stockholm Stadshuset.
This interior Blue Hall - for its blue marble staircase -
is where the prize winners are presented to the public and the media.
The gold room is the upper hall with murals depicting Swedish history.

The following series of images show the Oslo Stadshuset.
This mural walled main hall is the site of the Peace Prize awarding.
The paintings hang in the Royal Family portrait gallery.

The last building in yellow is the Nobel Peace Center Museum.

Pictures taken September 2014, JAT sr
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